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 From the hazards of choosing underwear to locating the right wedding outfit, this book is the
handbag-sized bible for ladies of all ages. Packed with humor and supplying a wry sideways
consider the globe of women's style, this book will have this intelligent guide to dressing with
classic style an even more desirable accessory for the popular woman's handbag Company but
always reasonable, Karen Homer lays straight down the law and makes sure readers do not have
to commit another style faux pas.you can never have too many light T-shirts, how to pick the
right shoes, and when to say "zero" to the season's high-fashion styles. Discover why fresh gift
edition with ribbon marker makes fashionistas laughing out loud in recognition.A 
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 She contradicts herself (like when she says that a black shift gown is ideal for a garden party,
and then only a couple pages afterwards says that just pastels work for a garden party - and
particularly warns against black). This book is awful.I came across myself disagreeing with so a
lot of what she said (like the idea that you need to almost always wear a little black gown, and
that red may be the color of sexual predators). I've spent an hour on a magazine for diabetics, for
pete's sake, and I'm not even close to having diabetes. I like all things pertaining to Audrey
Hepburn; If you want classic style, and want to look age group appropriate, read this book. The
author writes in a nutshell one-liners obviously intended to be large with wit, insight, and
understanding. But she totally and completely bores me. I cannot also bear to resign this reserve
to reading while cooking or bathing - I'm simply going to re-sell it. I put them on to sleep in also to
relax in. Best Style Book Ever Best style book out there! I consider myself pretty undemanding of
my light reads - if I'm wasting period reading while I'm cooking or going for a bath, almost
anything will do.Waste of your time. Some of her information is just flat-out wrong (like when she
says that increasing a cup size on your own bra instantly makes your band larger even if you
keep carefully the same band number - I am in the underwear business, and I promise that she
actually is mistaken). Sigh. There's so much valuable details in this publication and I re-examine
it regularly. I wouldn't even know where to discover something similar to that anymore! I really
like this book.When you have zero style knowledge, this publication will misguide you. If you
know even the slightest little bit about style, this publication will bore you. Factor in once you
strike menopause, and the twenty-something publication writers are virtually worthless. Don't
waste your cash! Loved It Great book, wonderful pictures, really good ideas about how to live a
stylish life. This one is certainly a keeper, and I would recommend the print version. It's well-
made and you will want to buy at your bedside table. Classic style, explained This terrific little
guide should be on every woman's shelf - especially those who wish to transform their ultra
trendy wardrobe into one which may be still "on trend" but kicked up a notch, sophisticated and
chic. In others phrases, grown up. Book about Style just what I ordered! I enjoyed reading this
precious little guide to dressing in style and I would recommend it to all. great gook great book,
cannot go wrong with anything having to do with Audrey Hepburn. There is a reason these
women became style icons. extremely good book about design, good for any female.. Each time I
stick to Ms.. So I thought I would love this particular book, since I can be quite girly. therefore
word content was not pertinent of me buying this reserve. Thank you! Five Stars Love it. Five
Stars Great book Don’t judge the publication by its cover. I like all things to do with Audrey..
Probably the most interesting thing about this book is the cover. (THAT I in fact quite like! For
instance, I never wore caftans until I read this reserve. I still possess biology textbooks from
college because I couldn't bear to get rid of a book! In the past few years every twenty-something
"stylist" has created a reserve on design.This book also seems horribly dated despite the fact
that the copyright is from 2003. Those books are virtually useless if you are a certain age
(probably in your 40's and over maybe). A twenty-something does not have any clue about what a
woman's body and encounter is like following a certain age. If you're a standard woman who has
a basic understanding of design, you will laugh out loud at a number of the recommendations
she makes. What I love about THIS reserve is that it does not pander to the girls, but is created
mostly for mature females. Karen Homer will a breathtaking job of telling it enjoy it is--with
humor, keen observation, and fun.) and says that there is no such matter as a heel over 6 inches
(recent fashion has completely proved otherwise, actually totally outside of the "stripper shoe"
realm). She warns against buying the latest, trendiest power fit with huge shoulder pads (this
isn't the 80s!But this publication is awful. It really is just amazing. Ms. Homer draws from the



best style icons of all time, so you get a dose of true class.the world needs more folks like her.)
I’ve experienced in regards to a third of the book, have learned nothing brand-new or interesting,
and am going to give up on it and give it apart. I went out and bought myself three caftans that i
adore now. And that is something I NEVER perform. Elizabeth Taylor wore caftans, and today I
know why..
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